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MORNING SESSION
10.45 - 13.00

Book Launch
“HIGHS AND LOWS OF EUROPEAN INTEGRATION. 60 YEARS AFTER THE TREATY OF ROME”

Opening remarks
- Paolo COLLINI, Rector, Università di Trento
- Andrea FRACASSO, Director, School of International Studies

Speakers
- Marija BARTL, University of Amsterdam
- Paolo GRAZIANO, Università di Padova
- Silvia MERLER, Johns Hopkins SAIS; Algebris Policy & Research Forum

Discussion led by the editors
- Luisa ANTONIOLLI, Luigi BONATTI, Carlo RUZZA, School of International Studies

AFTERNOON SESSION
14.30 – 16.00

“GLOBALIZING EUROPE. The History of EEC/EU in a Global Perspective”
(Jean Monnet Chair 2018-21)

Introduction
- Sara LORENZINI, School of International Studies
- Dieter SCHLENKER, European University Institute

Students’ Presentations
- Viviana DEMONTE: “Europe and Industrial cooperation under Lomé”
- Sara BAGNOLI: “European perspectives on Cyprus (1963-1974)”

Discussion
- Carlo SPAGNOLO, Università di Bari
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